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Dr. Don R. Campbell 

Student Outline 
 
I.  Introductions 

 
 

II.  Discuss and then fill out Student Expectations Page. them. (Appendix A) 
 
 

III.  Developing a Philosophy, Vision, Mission, and Aspirations. (Appendix B) 
A. The first step in “teaching what you know” is not the “what” part, but the “why” part. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
IV.  Discuss the Personal Competencies That Lead to Better Teaching and Learning. (Appendix 

C) 
 
A. What personal competencies lead to better teaching and learning? 

 
 
 
 

B. How can the interactions of a teacher with learners lead to better learning? 
 
 
 
 

C. Which musical competencies should teacher of music, particularly barbershop music,  
continue to build? 

 
 
 
 

VI. Making a Difference in Your Improvement Goals (Appendix D) 
 

Knowing what we want to improve is the first step in actually improving. Too many people wish 
they could improve themselves in any number of ways—health, weight, work habits, personal 
relationships, etc. The problem is we often leave it at the “wishing” level. Wishing won’t make it 
so. We need to make a plan and work that plan to actually improve. 
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I. Building Rapport 
 
♪ What are the characteristics of relationship that contribute to productively leading a chorus 

rehearsal? 
 
 
 
 
♪ What might be involved in establishing such a working relationship? 

 
 
 
 
♪ When you have a good relationship with someone, what are the Visual, Auditory, and 

Kinesthetic (VAK) characteristics of the experience? 
 
 
 
Building rapport : (in groups of three) – Appropriately match what you see of facial expression 
and body language using Interest, Disinterest, and Engagement in discussion. Have one person read 
the sample paragraph with one person reacting to it and the last person watching the “scene.” 
Switch “characters” with each style of listening. 
 
♪ What is the VAK, especially physiology, of interest? What does is look/sound/feel like? Try 

it out for validity. 
 
 
 
♪ What is the VAK of disinterest? Try this out too. 

 
 
 
♪ How does the VAK of engagement in a task differ from the VAK of interest? Try 

“engagement” to see/hear/feel the difference. 
 
 
 
Sample Paragraph 

Some of the most vivid memories of my childhood are those evenings when my father 
would come home after twelve or thirteen hours of working, covered with the grime and 
dirt of his blue-collar job. He would limp through the house favoring the leg he injured as a 
marine in the South Pacific—a leg he would eventually lose to gangrene. Then, grabbing 
me by the arms and insisting that I look at him good and hard, he would describe one more 
time why studying and learning were my ticket to avoiding the dead-end jobs in which he 
was stuck. Dad had dropped out of high school to get his family through the Great 
Depression. Don’t get me wrong. There’s nothing inferior about working with your hands. . 
. But he was trying to guarantee me something better and more reliable than the heavy-
industry jobs on which the Midwest economy depended. (Gary Bauer, Our Hopes, Our 
Dreams, p. 85) 

(Back to whole group) 
♪ So . . . how might this apply to developing rapport with a chorus? 

• What posture/stance are you hoping to see? What do they see? 
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• Breathing? Jaw position? Facial involvement? Eye contact? What you hope to see? 
What are they seeing in you? 

 
 
 
♪ How would taking three breaths together to begin a warm-up work to develop rapport—or a 

matched VAK? Besides three deep breaths, what else might serve the same purpose? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
♪ How can you gradually move the VAK of disinterest to become the VAK of involvement or 

engagement in a task? Consider humor, a confidence shared, a recognition of achievement, 
an approbation. 

 
 
 
 
In discussion, how can you discover the passions of another person? What would lead to a 
passionate discussion—or what would a passionate discussion look like?  
 
 
 
 
The passions of a person are fertile ground for metaphor and building engagement in a song.  
♪ How can a person’s passions be used to find passion in the message of a song?  

 
 
 
♪ How can passion in one life lend passion to the exploration of another life’s passion?  

 
 
 
♪ What is the VAK of passionate conversation, sharing, or confession? 

 
 
 
How can rapport with others be shifted into rapport with a message or song? 
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III.     Stages of Learning  
 
Unconsciously 
Incompetent (UI) 
 

Consciously 
Incompetent (CI) 

Consciously 
Competent (CC) 

Unconsciously 
Competent (UC) 

Unaware of potential 
information or skill 
 
 

Aware of the need for 
information or skill 

While thinking about it, 
is able to exercise 
information or skill 

Able to use information 
or skill without 
thinking about it 

Novice 
 

Apprentice Journeyperson Master 

D 
 

C B A 

0 – 40 
 

41 - 60 61 - 80 81 - 100 

Awareness is the 
primary need 
 
 

Instruction is the 
primary need 

Practice and 
generalization are 
primary needs 

Generalization and 
extension are primary 
needs 

New ideas,  
new skills 
 

Showing, 
demonstration, 
example 

Rehearsal, refinement, 
repetition 

Contemplation, 
clarification, extension 

 
When you work with your chorus, what are examples of things they are learning within each 
learning level? What would a specific useful response be in each case? 
 
UI 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
___ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
___ 

CI 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
___ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
___ 

CC 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
___ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
___ 

UC  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
___ 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
___ 
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IV.     Levels of Learning—Shifting the Way We Think about Ourselves and Our Choruses  
 
When we teach, it is important to use our time at the highest possible level. The teacher’s job is to 
encourage the highest level of change that will lead to results aligned with a person’s vision and 
mission for himself. 
 
The areas and clarification questions and statements below are phrased to allow you first to focus 
on your abilities.  
 

• Spirit 
o How does what you do align with your values? 

 
o How do your actions align with your goals in life? 

 
o Philosophically, what fulfills you in life? 

 
• Identity 

o How do you think of yourself in terms of leadership? 
 

o How do you think of yourself in terms of profession? 
 

o How do you think of yourself in terms of the things you do? 
 

� Are you a singer? What does a singer do? 
 
 

� Are you a lead/tenor/baritone/bass? What does a lead/tenor/baritone/bass do? 
 
 

� Are you a performer? What makes you one? 
 
 

� Are you a musician? In what ways are you musical? 
 
 

� Are you a director? What are the skills of a director? 
 
 

� Are you a barbershopper? What does that mean in action? 
 

• Beliefs about self 
o Beliefs are beliefs, not certainties. They are reflected in action. Beliefs  

 
are given certainty in what you do. 

 
o Beliefs can be useful, and therefore positive if they encourage useful behavior. 

 
o Beliefs can be debilitating and obstructive, and therefore negative, leading to 

problematic behaviors or do-nothing choices. 
Now, how might you apply these areas and question/statements as you consider your singers? How 
might viewing them through these lenses affect how you relate to them in rehearsal? 
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Nonverbal Chorus Management7 
 
I.     Discipline on the risers is a concern of many chorus directors or teachers.  

A.     The behavior of the chorus members can be influenced by a great many things, most of  
which are under the director’s direct control.  
 

    1.     They include director behaviors like the amount of eye contact 
 between the singers and director as well as the amount of talking the director does. 
 
    2.     Positive reinforcement skills  

a.     smiling and raised eyebrows  
b.     talking time and singing time 
c.     pacing rehearsals 
d.     the level of preparation for the rehearsal or lesson.  
 

    3.     Behavior on the risers can also be influenced by directing motions 
a.     that seem abrupt and dismissive. 
b.     with too much detail. 
c.     with giving confusing messages. 
d.     with general body language that contradicts verbal messages, and many other 

factors. 
 

B.     One of the confusions that causes difficulty is the constant need to switch between  
 instruction and performance modes. 
 

1.     This is difficult because  
a.     during instruction people tend to take a disassociated point of view to enhance 

their ability to learn. 
 
b.    during performance people need to take an associated point of view where they 

have direct access to emotional states 
 

    2.     The usual result for most of our chorus members is that  
 

a.     they remain disassociated in both instances  
 
b.     we complain about the lack of emotion and “heart” that we see and hear in their  
 performance.  
 
c.     or the singers get frustrated with having their heartfelt performances constantly 
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  interrupted with instructional information. 
  
 
 

C.    The goal for performance is that the chorus will  
 

    1. sing from the heart utilizing their highest level of skill unconsciously   
 2. with skills transparent to the listener    
 3. while the song and its message and emotions are communicated artistically with no 

 interference. 
 

 
D.    How are skills brought to the level of unconscious competence?  

1.     By the intent to do so through practice and repetition.  
 
 
 

E.     How does artistry become the essence of performance?  
1. By the intent to do so through rehearsal unsullied by instructional interference. 

 
2. By deliberate use of the space in front of the chorus and with appropriate  
 body language, the director indicates non-verbally whether the group is to be 

learning skills or performing.  
 
3. By appropriate positioning in the instructional space, questions can be answered in 
 ways that include the whole group.  
 
4. By paying attention to volume levels and pauses while speaking, the director can 

teach a group to be uniformly attentive.  
 
5. By isolating emotional outbursts and negative messages and removing them  
 physically from the areas of instruction and performance, the instructional and 

performance areas can remain unpolluted by negative feelings. 
 
 

F.     Most directors get angry from time to time, and some even behave periodically in ways 
that are very like tantrums.  

 
1. This usually indicates a need for power over a particular situation and a lack of other 

more respectful strategies.  
 
2. If the director must exercise this option, there are some important effects to know 

about.  
a.    the brains of all affected members of the group will be flooded with biological 

chemicals that will make both heartfelt performance and learning quite  
impossible for ten to twenty minutes depending upon the length and severity of 
the negative experience. The director and all things associated: voice, face, 
space, etc. will be polluted by the event.  

 
b.     The director should move away from any space used for instruction or 

performance and realize that the next ten to twenty minutes will be  
 unproductive. 
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Non-verbal Chorus Management 
This diagram illustrates positions from which a director can effectively manage and encourage the 
learning of a chorus. 
 
Working with anchors 

• Establishing anchors 
• Using anchors 

 

Instruction
Questions Questions

Performance

Discipline

Risers

Additional Anchors:

Attention /  Pause and breathe /  Whisper

Stillness for attention to instruction

20 seconds from instruction to performance

10 minutes from anger to productivity

Chair for “Heart to heart” discussions

 
_______________________________________ 

7 Grinder, Michael. ENVoY, A Personal Guide to Classroom Management. Michael 
Grinder 
and Associates, 1995.
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I. A Coaching/Teaching Strategy for Small Group Work  
A group of four singers, especially a quartet, is a great venue for coaching. If you set aside 25-30 
minutes of chapter time each week for this activity, you can benefit from several advantages: 
 

• Small groups allow the utilization and development of experienced men as coaches in the 
chapter. When they have a responsibility like this, they often respond with greater interest 
and involvement in the chapter, better attendance, and improved personal learning. 
 

• Those coached in a small group get individual attention and this results in greater 
satisfaction as well as greater learning and improvement. 

 

Here are some of the keys to success in using this activity: 
 

1. Choose your most skillful and experienced 20% of the chapter to be the small group 
coaches. 

 
2. Every week, form the other 80% of the chapter into small groups, each group with a 

maximum number of parts. 
 
3. Vary the groups and their coaches as often as possible. 
 
4. Assign about eight bars of a song the chorus is working on for the group to prepare a 

week ahead of time. Everyone’s job is to prepare the eight bars so they can sing them 
without music as much as possible.  

 
5. Assign sections from songs you want most to improve. 
 
6. The coaches use this routine with the small group: 

a. All sing the section together once. 
 

b. The lead sings the section alone and is coached to improve it. 
 

c. The lead and bass duet the section and are coached to improve 
 

d. Continue for lead and baritone, lead and tenor, bass and baritone, bass and tenor, 
baritone and tenor, the remaining singers coaching in turn. 
 

e. Trio the section with the tenor coaching, then the baritone, then bass, and finally, 
lead. That is . . . the man left out of the trio will be the one listening and coaching. 
 

f. Now sing the section with all four. Improvement is the goal with each iteration of 
the section of music. 
 

g. Now, sing the whole song, noticing the overall improvement. 
 

7. Each week, strategically choose an eight-bar section to deal with repeated, unique, and 
difficult sections of the song.  
 

8. Follow this up with specific work in the whole ensemble. 
 

9. Give the coaches special workshops that will help them with coaching the singing, the 
performance, and the musicality of the small groups. Work with them to teach them the 
model for sound, music, and performance that are important to the music team of the 
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chapter. You, as director, could move from group to group to monitor how the coach is 
doing and maybe answer questions if asked. 

 
II. Basic Singing Skills – Roughly in order of importance 
 

1. Singer’s posture, particularly high sternum, level head, bent knees, pelvic tilt 
 
 

2. Abdominal breathing, expansion visible, muscles balanced 
 
 

3. Singing without tension, particularly jaw, tongue, lips, larynx 
 
 

4. Singing with energy, especially in the legs and body, balanced movement evident, legs 
supporting 

 
 

5. Maintaining a consistent resonant tone, focused on developing a “singer’s ring” and with 
moderate soft palate lift 

 
 

6. Singing the twelve vowel targets as identified: 
 

We ee   [i] schwa r  [ɝ] the girl 
Sit ih   [I]   
Late eh (ih)  [ɛI] oh   [o] go 
Let eh   [ɛ]   
a hat schwa ă  [æ] ŭ  [ʊ] look 
Sun uh   [ᴧ]   
Far ah  [a] oo  [u] moon 
Awe aw [ɔ]    

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

7. Using consonants correctly to maintain flow and connection of sound. Word sounds after 
vowel targets are joined with word sounds before the next vowel target. If same or similar 
sounds collect, use only one. 

 
Singable 
consonants 
(sounded and 
sustainable) 

Important for purposes of expression and 
the connection of other word sounds 

l, m, n, r, v, z, th, and 
others 

Sounded, 
unsustainable 

Useful to connect sounds together and 
sometimes for stress points 

b, d, g, j, and others 
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Unsounded, 
sustainable 

Usually are unstressed and not sustained 
by choice, but precise 

f, h, s, th, sh, and others 

Unsounded, 
unsustainable 

Usually need little energy and tend to 
cause flow interruptions 

k, p, kw, t, x, ch, st, sk, 
sp, and others 

 
 

8. Tuning the fifth high in major, minor and dominant seventh chords, stepping up, and easing 
down. Developing awareness of tonic. 

 
 
III.  Basic Performance Skills 
 

1. When on the risers, you are a singer/performer, prepared with the skills and knowledge to 
sing 
and perform without distractions based in unfamiliarity with the music, breaths and lyrics. 
 

2. You choose a posture and visible attitude that supports good singing and performance. 
 

3. You show responsibility for your space and earn the right to be in it. 
 

4. Your face and body should demonstrate holistic awareness of the needs of the performance 
that goes with the song and the singer. 
 

5. You remain balanced, showing relaxed, appropriate physical control. 
 

6. You recognize and reflect the continually changing nature of the singer’s relationship with 
the song. 
 

7. You perform with clarity of movement and focal point. 
 

8. Moves are internally driven and come from a clear sense of the song and its intent. They 
reflect the attitude of the song and the character of the singer. 

 
The above skills set up the singer to perform, learn something new, and 
understand more fully the “choreo” or “move.” It is paramount that if the 
singer stays in the mode described, he will better take in information, integrate 
it and respond accordingly. The focus for the coach can then be the specifics 
of technical instruction (for example, teaching moves) with the informed 
cooperation of the singer. 

Marty Lovick, Presentation Category Specialist 
 

9.  Execute each physical move as planned without apparent thought. 
Unconscious competence is learned. 

 
 
 
IV. Basic Music Skills 
 
The presence of appropriate musical elements is found primarily in the choice of song and the skill 
of the arranger. The director or coach also will make many important musical choices. However, 
each performer is responsible in the ensemble for the awareness and understanding of theme, 
delivery, and consonance. 
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Theme 

• The singer maintains forward motion and horizontal musical flow. 
 

• The singer is aware of the interplay of musical themes in the song: comedic, lyric, melodic, 
rhythmic, and harmonic. 
 

• For lyric themes, highlight critical words and phrases. 
 

• For rhythmic themes, precision, clear articulation, appropriate tempos, and accurate rhythms  
are most important. 

 
• For melodic themes, shape and contour, volume levels, word color, vocal quality, inflection 

and  
pace are fundamental. 

 
• The rare harmonic theme should demonstrate a high level of in-tune, locked and ringing 

chords. 
 
 
Delivery 

• Good delivery reflects the singers’ understanding of melody, lyrics, harmony, rhythm and 
meter, tempos, construction and form, vocal color, dynamics, forward motion, and their 
relative importance in the song.  
 

• Performers should strive to communicate the song itself in an authentic, sincere, heartfelt 
manner. 

 
 
Consonance 

• As the harmonic theme is central to the barbershop style, in-tune chords that lock and ring 
are  
always central as well. This consonance is primarily the product of excellent listening and 
singing skill. 

 
The performers work toward the consistent delivery of musical elements appropriate to the themes 
active in the song. 
 
 
►► (Moving away from focus on quartet rehearsing primarily)  
 
V. Choosing the Focus for Chorus and Quartet Rehearsals 
 
Below is a way to think about how to plan for success in rehearsal. Try this sequence and modify it 
to fit the circumstances of teaching the group you are working with. 
 

1. Look – for the things that can be seen. 
 

2. Listen – for the things that are best heard. 
 

3. Feel – in yourself how your student moves, how the sounds are being made, how the 
performance comes from the core of the singer – in both positive and negative aspects. 
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4. Develop options around possibilities to redirect the causes behind the things that interfere in 
the performance. 
 
 

5. Prioritize the options to find the one thing to do first and make the greatest positive 
difference. 

 
 

6. Get rapport and begin with strength, reminding the performer that there are strengths to 
build upon and that you are on their side. 
 
 

7. Ask for a positive change rather than mentioning an error. If the person does not 
understand, always be ready to realistically tell it how it is in neutral terms and ask again for 
a specific change. 
 
 

8. Give feedback on the progress you hear toward the change you have asked for. Clarify what 
you are asking for and ask again, perhaps in a different way. 
 
 

9. Celebrate improvement when significant progress is achieved. Settle for improvement that 
makes a significant difference. 

 
 

10. Solidify the gain by asking in celebration for repetitions of the improvement that has been 
gained. 
 
 

11. Use transference of learning by asking for generalization of the improvement elsewhere in 
the song or by putting the improvement in a larger context. 

 
 

12. End the session or start again with another item that rises to the top of your conviction that  
another positive change can be made. Looking for something quite different that uses other 
neural pathways is the often the best choice. 

VI. And for those driven to the highest levels of achievement: 
 

The Talent Code – Daniel Coyle, c. 2009 
Greatness isn’t born. It’s grown. Here’s how. 

 
A chorus that wishes to succeed at a high level will be wise to adopt certain attitudes and behaviors: 
 

• All should know of the relationship between talent and nerve pathway myelination. (The 
process of forming a myelin sheath.) 
 

• Follow the rules of “Deep Practice.” 
 
• Rule 1 – Chunk it up and down 

o First, absorb as a whole the thing you are practicing.  
o Then break the task down into chunks.  
o Slow it down, particularly when anything problematic arises.  
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• Rule 2 – Repeat it 

o Always be repeating what you know to be right. 
o Work with intensity. 
o Twenty minutes of deep practice on a particular task is probably optimal. 

 
 

• Rule 3 – Learn to feel it 
o First tune up your instrument—your voice. Learn to get the feeling of singing in 

your chosen way: relaxed, resonant, without tension.  
o Then tune up your ear. Become aware of being aware of the excellence of your 

tuning.  
o Be very bothered about mistakes. Learn to hear and feel progressively smaller 

“bits away from perfection.” 
o Follow these steps: pick a target, reach for it, reduce the gap from perfection, 

pick another. 
 

• All attend to conscious adoption of the characteristics of deep practice.  
 

• The leadership and members will also strengthen the sense of belonging for every member.  
 

• All will strive to hunt for improvements to make, remaining unsatisfied with current levels 
of expertise, whatever they may be. 

 
• All will seek to see the big picture in their learning, and simultaneously chunk things down 

for careful attention and practice.  
 

• All will repeat and wrap myelin around the most perfect learning they can manage.  
 

• All will honor and support each other, building an environment supportive of learning. 
 
 
VII. Last Thoughts 
 
This is a course of opportunity and possibility. We have six hours together to explore ideas and 
practice skills that could make a difference to the groups, choruses and quartets that we teach. 
Some of the ideas may be old for you; perhaps some are new. What matters is that here are 
possibilities for new ways of seeing, hearing, feeling, thinking and doing. 
 
As in all things, we choose how we will participate, what we will try, and what we will take away 
and do. To grow, one must take things from here and go on to doing things in our choruses with 
new tools and intent. 
 
Please email me and let me know how an idea or ideas taken from this class will make a difference 
for you and your chorus. Let me know the things you liked about the class and the things you 
suggest I improve. 
 
 

 
Dr. Don R. Campbell 
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